
 

 

This is not your average concert.  
In its first installment, Athletics is loud.  
Be prepared*.  
                                            [*don’t worry, it’s still tasteful, no earplugs needed; y’all’s ears are safe] 
_____ 

It seems all too appropriate we begin the life of Athletics with music that requires us to put down our 
instruments and use ourselves. Simon Løffler's b is music for bodies - music created by the feet and the hands 
- feedback loops and currents of static electricity are passed from player to player, making visible the invisible 
lines of sonic communication we all too often depend on.  

The rest of tonight's program navigates the realm of the athletic, the virtuosic. However, this athleticism is 
not a game or contest, nor is it some form of competition: it is a new way of asking (both as listeners and 
performers) to reorient ourselves with our definitions of new music, the relationships with our instruments 
and our bodies, and the communication between us and with our audience at large. Beginning with this 
show, we aim to continue promoting the most challenging, vigorous, radical, noisy, sonically-arresting work of 
now, including music that is our own.  

Tonight, we will be constructing and deconstructing systems and apparatuses, whether Aaron Cassidy's 
parametrically-decoupled-then-grotesquely-reassembled-Francis-Bacon-vis-a-vis-Deleuze-inspired gestures or 
Simon Steen-Andersen's amplification of the voice to the point of literally invasive intimacy. The text is a 
lexicon of definitions depicting what it is we actually attempt in dialogue, arguably in most forms of musical 
performance: communication and perception (see back for complete text).  

Paraphrasing David's words - Andrea Agostini "basically just takes the best sound on a bari and just asks you 
to do that over and over again as loud as possible", all to the throb of electronic sounds so knife-edged and 
precise you literally feel their impact.  

Next, Alex Mincek's duo for tenor sax and drumset delivers twisted, looped, and corroded licks reminiscent 
of late 'Trane and Braxton - all re-assembled in one hyper-virtuosic tour-de-force that both musicians must 
navigate together - each fully independent yet fundamentally bound to one another, traversing gates of shared 
hybridity and coordination.  

Like Steen-Andersen’s work, Katherine Young also amplifies and processes the trombone beyond familiar 
recognition. Its moving parts are all made to speak by way of contact microphones, and thus the instrument 
subsequently assumes its "it-ness", essence, even: a machine. However, this is no pure or perfect mechanized 
creation; Young's performer+body apparatus wheezes, sputters, shrieks, groans, and rumbles its way through a 
delightful minefield full of flickers and glitches of sound; which if not already broken, their faults are exposed 
to break in the process of their own creation.  

______ 

 
Mary had a little lamb, its fleece electrostatic.  
Everywhere that Mary went, the lights became erratic. [Infinite Jest] 

	  


